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What is a Key Service Centre
The key Principles in accessing whether it is a Key Servie Centre
The key principles underpinning the identification of the Key Service Centres are summarised below and
reflect the Government’s sustainability theme within the National Planning Policy Framework (NPPF):
•

Development should be provided in areas with access to the wide strange of essential services and
facilities where the need to travel is minimised. Where there is a need to travel, it is important that a
realistic choice of transport is available.

•

That development is distributed in away that is commensurate with the role and services provided by
different settlements and the ability of infrastructure to cope with additional growth.

•

Where facilities are not available within individual settlements, higher order settlements are easily
accessible by a choice of transport modes (that do not rely solely on the private car).

•

To ensure that development is provided in settlements where there will not be adverse impacts on the
built and natural environment, such as increasedf lood hazards, impact on areas/buildings of historic
value or the character of settlements (including important gaps between towns and villages).

•

To plan positively for the growth in the more sustainable settlements and avoid high levels of sporadic
growth in smaller settlements.

•

To allow an appropriate level of development that will protect or enhance essential services and
facilities in existing settlements.

•

To allow an appropriate level of development that will help to protect services and facilities in
settlements that support a wider hinterland.

•

To be consistent with strategic priorities as set out in high level plans and policies,such as NPPF and
other policies within the Council’s Local Plan.

Assessment Criteria - Availablibilty to Employment opportunities
•

5.7 The potential for new and existing residents to access a range of employment opportunities
without the need to travel significant distances is a further consideration in establishing a settlement’s
ability to accommodate further growth. Settlements that contain the widest employment opportunities
within a short distance of travel are considered to be more sustainable and able to accommodate
additional growth.

Business in the Village
There are two small shopping parades - Mere Lane / Fir lane and Norley Road which cater for most daily
needs. In addition there is deFDine Wine in School Lane and four Shops on Warrington Road although one
has now become a financial advisors office.
There is a range of small retail outlets and business at Blakemere Craft centre. There is also a newly opened
caravan site. There is a site for park homes in Forest Road.
There is a kennels in Norley Road and a Cattery and Shed manufacturer in Warrington Road.
There are two garages - Shell and Blue cap.
There are two pubs - Blue Cap and White Barn and a Chinese restaurant.
There are three/four nurseries and a special needs school - Petty Pool.
There are probably at least 50 small businesses operating from homes in the village.
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Other NPs
NPs for Hartford, Helsby, Malpas and Tattenhall to see how they dealt with the local economy and they each
cover more or less the same rather limited ground.
Hartford identifies specific issues as:
• The promotion of the local economy
• Parking in the centre of the village
• Protection of shops and businesses
• Support employment opportunities.
The objectives:
• Support sustainable economic growth that will protect and maintain
•

Existing businesses in Hartford and attract new inward investment.

It then goes on to set out policies to support this objective.
Malpas says rather more than Hartford under the heading:
‘Supporting the Local Economy’
The objectives are to provide an excellent quality of life in our local area and to support a broad
and sustainable local economy that provides job opportunities for residents. It identifies the key
evidencebase documents that support policies in the local economy as:• 2011 Census, table KS601EW Economic activity
• Draft Employment Land review
• Rural Regeneration Strategy
• Cheshire and Warrington Rural Workspace
Not sure how relevant these are to Cuddington - but worth a look.

Village Plan
There were only 17 responses from 100 businesses approached in the business survey so it is of limited
value. If the village economy is to receive serious consideration we perhaps need to find a way of getting
much better responses. Also, perhaps consideration should be give to compiling a business directory and
forming a business association [although these are outside the brief of a NP]
Although a larger percentage of respondents to the survey were in favour of promoting employment
opportunities 		
78% were in favour of development of further small business in the village,
		
68% said no to the development of a business and enterprise zone and
		
82% said no to the development of a light industrial estate.

Other Thoughts
How do we support a broad local and sustainable economy?
There are many good visitor attractions in the area and maybe consideration should be given to making the
village a centre for visitors to the area and to making it more visitor friendly.
What brings visitors in - Blakemere, Kennel Lane Walks, Specific Independent shops [wedding dress shop,
deFine etc] is there an opportunity to develop independent shops?
Is there a need for more shops and business premises and if there is where could they be developed. There
is probably a continuing need to upgrade existing premises and although this is mainly the responsibility of
the owners the planning system does have a part to play in making objectives achievable. Encourage high
standards of design?
The plan probably ought to set out policy for applications to change use from, for example, agriculture to
residential and commercial and from residential to commercial.
Employment / unemployment levels in the village? Patterns?
Where do people work? How far do they communte?
Professions?
How many economically active residents - areas of knowledge exchange [especially between young and old]
What are the stengths/weaknesses of the cuddington/sandiway.
What facilities do we have? opportunities and c onstraints to economic development.
What is missing? Gap analysis
What could the village offer?
Sites to accomadate employment opportunities / enterprise units. How develop existing retail/commercial
areas?
Should there be a ‘economic cente’?
What is important to the local community? shops, social, restaurants, sport etc
Where do people go to use facilities / shop for groceries etc?
Walkable communities = create sense of place and promote economic development? how can cuddington
achieve this?
To achieve economic development need to consider:
- improve pedestrian links
- parking

- Ease of accessing shops
- Who would use shops
- Quality and mix of shops
- Other employment areas?
Vision:

To thrive whilst meeting the changing needs of the community and yet preserving / enhancing its
character.

